
 

 

 

 

 

The Mission 
 

 Miles from a Dynasty village, on the coast of Olde Cali in a remote area of rock 

and sand, a rebel base receives a faint frequency from an old Federation deep space 

satellite. The rebel base was once an imperative base of operations for the United Nations 

Defense Corps (UNDC) during the Great War. Utilizing United Nations funding and 

United Nations Space Fleet (UNSF) technology, the base and its combatants held its own, 

for two decades of battles, before succumbing to the overwhelming force of the Dynasty. 

Without the determination of the base’s combatants, not only would have the Dynasty’s 

forces taken the western territories sooner, but the Dynasty casualties would have also 

been greatly reduced. 

 Now, hidden away from Dynasty eyes, the rebel base is protected within the side 

of a mountain-bluff, overseeing crushing crystal waves. It’s a wonder that the ancient 

base’s equipment still operates at a functional level, after being abandoned for over five 

decades, collecting dust and rust, when the Dynasty seized control of the western 

territories of an earthling sector, known to the natives as the Northern Americas. 

 The frequency contains an urgent transmission from the rebel force leaders, the 

High Commissioners. One of their representatives begins, “Commander Zyr, we have an 

urgent mission for you and your squad.” 

 The High Commissioners had become the vital militant leaders, under the 

influence and power of the Federation Defense Council (FDC), near the end of the Great 

War; taking the status of military generals and United Nations Representatives. The FDC 

commanded both the UNSF and UNDC officers, and led all militant campaigns there 

after. 

 The High Commissioner continued, “Our resources inform us that there is an 

energy-mining colony off the coast of Olde Cali: the thirteenth sea-colony that the 

Dynasty established during the ocean-battles of the Atlantiquis-Wars.” Commander Zyr 

listens with open ears, and recalls his history courses at the academy. He remembers 

learning about the Atlantiquis-Wars and how the Dynasty crushed the earth’s mightiest 

Navy fleets, in the attempt to take all coastal countries. 

 “The thirteenth Dynasty aqua-colony, Aquarius, seems to be a vital material 

resource collector for the Dynasty’s sea forces. We believe that if we can take control of 

the colony, it may be the turning point for our efforts to seize back our home.” A moment 

of static breaks the transmission, as Commander Zyr rubs his chin, waiting. The static 

comes to an end and the faint voice is heard again. Zyr gulps as the High Commissioner 

continues his message, “Further details and instructions will be transferred to your land 

cruiser’s personal desktop.” 

 With a change in his tone, almost passive and filled with gratitude, the High 

Commissioner concludes, “Commander Zyr, you are the High Commissioners last hope. 

You have the skill and valor for this mission. May you be blessed.” With those last four 

words, the transmission ends as the frequency is lost. 



 Commander Toban Albert Zyr is an old, highly decorated naval officer of the 

UNSF, or at least he would be. Official rankings had ended with the final battle of the 

Great War; afterwards the only fighters were rebels, whom really didn’t need officers, 

just leaders. Zyr had joined the Military Academy, with hopes of entering the UNSF, at 

the age of fifteen. That was ten years before the Great War ended. After graduating with 

scholar honors, at the age of twenty, Zyr joined the UNSF as a pilot basic. He flew the 

DRV87 squadron transport in twelve vital rescue-team operations and the HA45-battle jet 

in thirty-five crucial missions during his three years as an UNSF pilot. After receiving 

great praises from the newly formed Federation Defense Council (FDC), Zyr was 

promoted to Lieutenant, and was assigned the task of leading an entire platoon in its 

missions against the Dynasty, at the naïve and tender age of only twenty-four. Less than a 

year later, after fourteen successful missions and only five failures, the Great War 

officially ended when, against FDC commands of continuing the fight, the United 

Nations declared defeat and surrendered. 

 After the complete takeover by the Dynasty, United Nations representatives were 

assassinated live on global broadcast. Afterwards, Dynasty martial law was in effect and 

severe punishment was due to any peoples harboring FDC chairmen. UNSF and UNDC 

officers were not mentioned; most likely because the Dynasty leaders saw them as 

puppets for the FDC and not a threat. The Dynasty was wrong. Toban Albert Zyr was an 

officer. Toban Zyr was a huge threat. Zyr, along with his platoon, under orders of the 

hidden FDC chairmen, attacked one of the Dynasty warships left in hovering-orbit over 

what was once New York. The assault lasted three hours and Zyr only lost six of his men; 

the Dynasty on the other hand, lost an entire warship, and a Grand Unit worth of Dynasty 

warriors, numbering almost seventeen thousand dead. His success was almost too surreal 

to be believed. However, that was only the beginning of many countless, rebel successes 

for Zyr. 

 Many rebels say that if the rankings were still in play, Zyr would be Commander. 

Some joke and say he could be an Admiral, but everyone knows Zyr wouldn’t allow that; 

Zyr was a combatant-leader, not a combatant-advisor. Zyr actually became one of the 

only UNSF officers to lead any rebel missions successfully. He may be the single cause 

for many turning points in crucial battles since the Great War ended; Zyr would never 

admit it out loud, but in the back of his mind he believes this; and if that is true, then he 

knows that the mission that the High Commissioners have ordered him to lead, is very 

important. 

 Commander Zyr knows very well that important missions now-a-days means a 

suicidal mission. Zyr turns of the communication port and walks out of the COM room, 

knowing it may be the last time he would ever use the machine. 

 Leaving the COM room, Zyr proceeds to stroll towards the mess hall, the one area 

of the rebel base he is sure of running into his boys. After a few moments Zyr notices, not 

knowing exactly why, that he slowly walks through the narrow rock-encaged hall that 

will wind around the west wall of the armory and exit into the large mess hall. He 

actually feels like he is floating through the hall; a vapor in the vastness of a room or a 

memory lost in the void of a troubled, yet playful mind. Sweat moistens his once dried 

and wrinkled cheeks; pleasant liquid, only to be stopped by his rough, choking beard. As 

the mess hall comes into view, Zyr’s feet become heavy and burdened. As his feet 

seemingly drag behind his determined-forward torso and head, Zyr’s chest begins to 



pound and his head becomes light very quickly. He continues his pace. One step, two. 

Seven step, nine. Zyr continues and the pounding continues. Seventy-four steps, eighty-

three. His heart begins to slow its beats and his chest begins to stop drumming the pain-

melody; now his chest feels squeezed, tightened. He struggles not to show it, the mind 

numbing pain, but it only seems to worsen. In fact, every step closer to the mess hall 

seems to boost the pain. Yet, he continues. Then, just at the threshold of the mess hall 

opening, the constricting tightness vanishes and his chest rises; apparently making a loud 

sound, since all the rebels stop there laughter and turn attention to his direction. 

 Putting aside thoughts of the past pain, placing his hands into fist mode, and 

setting them to his side, Zyr speaks, “Okay boys, listen up.” Zyr pans the room for 

wandering eyes and groans contently as he finds none; he still has power, he still has 

influence. “I got some news from the High Commissioners.” The rebel boys’ gazes 

transformed from wonderment to serious, from content to tired-fury, from young to old. 

 “I have been informed that there may be a way to turn our luck around in our 

efforts to take back earth.” Now, with complete attention Zyr’s posture straightens more, 

“The High Commissioners believe that if the aqua-colony, Aquarius, is taken and 

controlled by the rebel forces, it may be a huge enough upset to the Dynasty that we 

might be able to seize back our home. Boys, the High Commissioners want US to take 

that colony.” A thunderous and triumphant cheer shake the rock walls, throughout the 

mess hall, as the rebels take in what their commanding elder had just said. The fight is 

theirs and theirs alone. Ultimate victory then, will be theirs and theirs alone. 

 Zyr gazes at the inspiring youths as his words soak into them and feed their 

hunger for galactic revenge. He remembers his first mission with this un-ruling bunch. 

He had led many rebel squads during his long thirty-five year rule as a Rebel Forces 

Commander, but this bunch was just about his favorite. They were, better yet, are, his 

favorite because of that first mission; the one he dreams about every night, the first 

mission that he ever enjoyed leading, and the only mission, in his mind, that is worth the 

entire Dynasty-Earth conflict. 

 It occurred seven years ago when he first took command of this unit, the Rebel 

Spec Ops Squad 3
rd

 division, known to all rebel forces as team Nightmare. Zyr was 

assigned to lead the squad of thirteen young men into the Egyptian territory to bring 

down a Dynasty Palace Fortress, by any means necessary. The Dynasty Palace Fortresses 

were sites set up to house Dynasty military officials and colony headmasters; the ruling 

parties of the conquering fleets of the Dynasty Empire. The sites were as vital to Dynasty 

operations just as the government capitals were once imperative to human operations. 

 The detail about the Egyptian Dynasty Palace Fortress stated that there was a 

Guardian Force unit protecting the main gate, and two other Guardian Force units 

patrolling the perimeter. Each unit consisted of five gunner vehicles operated by 

Centurions, a small ground-assault team of eight Goons, two Kobra-Scouts, and an 

Enforcer; all under the leadership of a FCO (Field Commanding Operative) Centurion. 

Each Dynasty warrior was armed with either a laser pistol or neuron rifle. Zyr and the 

rebels were only armed with five LRAA sniper rifles, nine HMA-75 pistols, and a light 

reconnaissance antiaircraft vehicle (LRAV). The task seemed hopeless, yet the young 

rebels were ready for combat. 

 After setting up a perimeter the rebels snuck their way into the fortress, under the 

dismay of continued bombings by their backup-distraction Calvary. Once inside the 



fortress all hell broke loose, and it was team Nightmare raising it. Zyr had never seen any 

humans fight so bravely, or as strong. It was truly a heartwarming scene as rebel 

combatants laid waste to Dynasty warriors. After the initial Dynasty bloodshed, the rebel 

forces seized control of the fortress and setup a command post; which still is operated 

under rebel command. 

 Commander Zyr turns forty degrees and begins to walk away from the mess hall, 

as he orders the rebels to meet him in the garage. As his rebel team passes him in a flurry 

of excitement and anticipation, Zyr notices that field COM specialist Joey Garr is 

dragging his left leg along the dirt path. “What’s wrong with your left leg Garr?” 

 Garr’s response is quick, “Nothing sir.” 

 “You sure about that,” Zyr grabs Garr’s shoulder and turns him around to face 

him. “I don’t want to get out into the field and have you not being able to keep up if 

we’re attacked. I want a healthy and reliable COM specialist if I need to call for evac or 

air support.” 

 Zyr looks into Garr’s youthful eyes and believes for a moment that there is a tear 

in the corner. Now with a more concerned father tone Zyr tries to comfort the boy, “We 

don’t have room for two handicap members on the team; that position is already filled by 

Zap.” 

 Zap is the team’s field medic and the group’s source of entertainment. He seems 

to never fail to make the guys laugh when situations are grim. Hearing Zyr’s comment, 

Zap decides to defend himself; as only Zap would with his Texan accent, “Hey now there 

elder, I’m not da’ one wit’ a hearing aid. I mean, ya’ need that contraption just to hear 

grenades droppin’ in on yo’ location.” 

 The rebels roar with laughter, as Zyr retaliates with a light blow to Zap’s gut. As 

Zap tries to regain his breathe, Zyr turns back to Garr, “Let Zap take a look at that leg of 

yours, that’s an order.” Garr responds with a nod. Looking back into Garr’s eyes Zyr 

whispers, “We'll talk later, while in route to the target.” 

 “Yes sir.” 

  

 Zyr draws up his shoulders and begins to hand out orders to the rebels, “”. 


